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EXT. ROCKRIDGE - MAIN STREET - DAY

KATIE (12, wide-eyed, enthusiastic) walks down the main 
street of ROCKRIDGE, ARIZONA, her quaint desert home. 

Her best friend GIL, a black-and-orange spotted lizard called 
a Gila Monster, sits on her shoulder. His gruff, stoic -- and 
possibly venomous -- exterior belies a big heart.

KATIE
What a super triple fantastic day! 
I love Rockridge, don’t you?

Katie cheerily WAVES and FINGER GUNS people they pass -- all 
of whom are elderly. Rockridge is a retirement town, where 
old folks park their RV’s to escape cold winters elsewhere.

GIL
Sure do. Nice warm rocks, plenty of 
animal carcasses to snack on. Could 
use a lot less people, but--

KATIE
Hey! I’m people!

GIL
You’re an exception. I just don’t 
know what you see in other people.

KATIE
Maybe you have to be human to get 
it? Whatever, I give Rockridge four 
thumbs up. It’s perfect!

KATIE’S POV: The street transforms into cartoonish perfection 
-- a RAINBOW appears, BIRDS sing, a DUMPSTER waves at her.

INT. ROCKRIDGE JERKY HOUSE AND USED BOOKSTORE - CONTINUOUS

Katie and Gil enter a funky shop filled with trinkets, weird 
books -- and countless flavors of beef jerky. Gil DROOLS. 

SPEEDOMAN, the boisterous owner, greets Katie. He’s in his 
60’s, tanned to a crisp, wearing only a speedo and sun hat.

SPEEDOMAN
Katie! What can I do for ya, pal?

KATIE
Morning Mister Speedoman! Can I get 
some buffalo jerky for Gil here?

SPEEDOMAN
Comin’ right up!



He plops some jerky on the counter. Gil leaps from Katie’s 
shoulder towards the meat with a crazed giggle.

KATIE
That’s not all. I also came to wish 
you a happy jerky-versary! One year 
since you introduced Habanero Mango 
Lime Zesty Fiesta Surprise!

(then)
Thanks for letting me name it.

Katie gives Speedoman a HOMEMADE CARD. Hand-drawn hearts and 
fireworks surround a photo of dried meat. Speedoman chuckles.

SPEEDOMAN
I couldn’t stop ya! Once you put 
your mind to something, well...

He puts it on a shelf with a BUNCH OF HOMEMADE CARDS for 
other occasions made up by Katie. 

SPEEDOMAN (CONT’D)
You’re a good friend, Katie. Me and 
your lizard pal here-- 

GIL
It’s “Gil,” you toasty biped.

Speedoman continues his thought -- only Katie can hear Gil.

SPEEDOMAN
We’re lucky to have you. Anyone 
would be, especially another kid.

Katie laughs, trying to seem casual.

KATIE
Don’t be ridiculous. We both know 
there are no other kids in town. 
Besides why would I even want a kid 
friend? Cause it would be “fun” and 
they would “understand me” and it’s 
“all I’ve ever wanted”? P’shaw.

Her laughter gets intense -- there’s a clear loneliness under 
her cheery facade. Gil raises an eyebrow from the counter.

SPEEDOMAN
Hmm. Well, I was going to introduce 
you to my nephew, but...

Speedoman gestures to his office, and through the doorway 
Katie spots a KID playing video games.
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KATIE
(turning very serious)

Mister Speedoman, apologies for the 
subterfuge but I must confess I was 
lying just now, and I would very 
much like a kid friend for all the 
aforementioned reasons.

SPEEDOMAN
I thought ya might. C’mere Derlan! 
Now, he can be a little prickly--

DERLAN (13, glum, shaggy-haired) enters. Katie rushes to him 
and enthusiastically shakes his hand.

KATIE
Hi my name’s Katie I’m 12 years old 
when I grow up I want to be a space-
mayor-slash-jazz-clarinetist and I 
want a new friend more than 
anything in the world!

DERLAN
Uh, pass. I don’t want any friends 
here. I hate this crud town.

He tries to pull away, but Katie’s grip is strong. She 
continues energetically pumping his arm.

KATIE
What? You don’t like Rockridge? But 
it’s the greatest!

DERLAN
More like the crud-est.

Derlan finally yanks his hand away from Katie. She’s aghast.

KATIE
What-- No, you’re the-- How dare-- 
This town-- America means--

Gil protectively scurries up onto Katie’s shoulder.

GIL
Easy, K. It’s not worth it.

DERLAN
I wouldn’t be friends with a kid 
from crud town if it were the last 
crud place on the crud planet. 
Peace, nerd. Derlan out!

Derlan exits. Katie watches him go, completely stunned.
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SPEEDOMAN
Ah geez, I’m so sorry Katie. His 
parents sent him out here and he’s 
having a tough time-- Katie? Hello?

Katie dizzily staggers out of the store, back into:

EXT. ROCKRIDGE - MAIN STREET - CONTINUOUS

From Katie’s POV, we see the street TRANSFORM again, but this 
time it’s Derlan-fied: the sky is GREY, the BIRDS play sad 
harmonica, the DUMPSTER is dead. 

DERLAN (V.O.)
Crud town, crud town, crud town...

Katie flops to the ground. Gil hops onto her face and shakes 
her cheeks, bringing her back to reality.

GIL
Katie! Snap out of it!

KATIE
Wha? Huh-- I can’t believe that kid 
hates Rockridge!

GIL
Katie, some humans are jerks. 
Actually, most humans are jerks. 
Actually, every human besides you 
is a jerk. The point is, you 
shouldn’t listen to Derlan. 

Katie struggles to her feet. Gil hops onto a railing nearby.

KATIE
But-- but he’s wrong! Rockridge is 
the best place on earth!

GIL
You can’t control what he thinks.

KATIE
Orrr maybe I can control what he 
thinks. I gotta! This is my chance 
to make a real human friend my own 
age... I’ve never had one of those.

Katie steals a PEN from a passing BUSINESSMAN, and a PAMPHLET 
from a nearby CHURCHY LADY.

BUSINESSMAN / CHURCHY LADY
Harrumph. / Well, I never!
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KATIE
Sorry, official Rockridge business!

 She starts writing furiously on the pamphlet.

GIL
Uh oh. You’ve got that look...

KATIE
My “incredi-great idea” look?

GIL
No, your “ruin Gil’s day with a 
crazy idea” look. Like when you 
tried to get spit named official 
town drink. Or give that horse a 
makeover. Or make every day Talk 
Like a Pirate Day!

KATIE
Those arrrr incredi-great ideas! 

(then)
Gil, Derlan doesn’t wanna be 
friends because he hates Rockridge. 
So I made a list of 53 possible 
flaws in this otherwise perfect, un-
hateable town.

She holds up a STUNNINGLY LONG LIST written on the pamphlet.

GIL
Your wrote all that just now?

KATIE
This too!

She reveals a detailed FLOW CHART written on the flipside.

KATIE (CONT’D)
Here’s my plan... We’re gonna fix 
everything on this list. Then 
Rockridge will be SO perfect he’ll 
HAVE to love it, and THEN we can 
become best friends.

GIL
Come on, K. That’ll never work.

KATIE
NEVER say the word never to me.

(then)
Unless it’s part of the phrase 
“never say never.” But that’s it!
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Katie dashes off. Gil hooks a claw on the back of her shirt 
to keep from getting left behind.

EXT. HIKING TRAIL - DAY

Katie and Gil approach a tall two-armed cactus, BENNY.

KATIE
Number 1 thing Derlan might not 
like: trash on the hiking trail.

Benny (sweet, but dumb) REACHES for a PAPER BAG that’s stuck 
in the spines on his back like a “Kick Me” sign. But he’s 
moves stiffly and it’s far out of his reach.

BENNY
Hey K! Watch me grab this sucker!

(straining, but not close)
A little... farther... HNGH!

KATIE
Want some help, Benny?

BENNY
(still trying)

I can get it! I’ve been stretching 
cause I heard a hiker say it 
reduces the risk of muscle tears. 

KATIE
I don’t think cacti have muscles...

GIL
Or brains.

Benny gives up, with an exhausted sigh. Katie delicately 
plucks the bag from his spines and puts it in her backpack.

KATIE
Got it! Sorry to clean ‘n run, but 
we’ve got work to do. See ya!

She and Gil run off. Benny’s face appears on another cactus 
along their path.

OTHER BENNY
Thanks! See you guys later!

A third Benny appears further down.

OTHER OTHER BENNY
Whoa, check it out, I’m already 
seeing you guys later!
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EXT. PUBLIC RESTROOM - HOURS LATER

Katie and Gil stand outside a disgusting-looking bathroom 
door. She holds a bucket of cleaning supplies.

KATIE
19: The public bathroom is ICKY.

GIL
I didn’t know it could be cleaned.

Katie takes a huge breath and slips into the bathroom, 
leaving Gil behind.

We don’t see inside, but hear lots of BANGING and SCRAPING 
and FLUSHING, and even some spooky HAUNTED HOUSE NOISES.

KATIE (O.S.)
No! Ohh NO! On the ceiling?? WHY?!! 
FOR THE LOVE OF--

(efforts)
Rrrrr, nyah! Hmf! %&$#?@!

Katie BURSTS out the door. Her hair is crazy and she’s 
covered in gunk, but the bathroom behind her is PRISTINE.

GIL
How’d you--

KATIE
(haunted)

Let us never speak of this again.

EXT. OL’ WATER TOWER - HOURS LATER

Katie stares up at a WATER TOWER with “Rockridge” emblazoned 
across the front. The LETTER E hangs crookedly.

KATIE
37: The Water Tower sign’s crooked.

Katie looks down at Gil, who sits cowboy-style on the back of 
a hyperactive woodpecker named DEE.

GIL
I don’t think I like this.

KATIE
You don’t like anything. You’re in 
good hands. Er, wings. Right, Dee?

DEE
Uh huh, uh huh, you betcha.
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GIL
Let’s just stop and think--AGH!

Dee flits upwards, interrupting Gil. He clings to her back as 
she zooms wildly towards the water tower.

GIL (CONT’D)
Steady, bird, steady!

KATIE
YOU’RE DOING GREAT! EVERYONE DOWN 
HERE SUPPORTS YOU!

(alone, but chanting as if 
there’s a crowd)

Gil! Gil! GIL! GILLLLLL!

Dee zig-zags closer to the sign. Gil reaches out to adjust 
the crooked letter -- but SLIPS off Dee’s back. 

He grabs hold of the E to keep himself from falling, but his 
weight makes it SPIN RAPIDLY around, like hands on a clock.

The E jerks to a stop, and Gil FLIES OFF it into the air.

GIL
SWEET PRICKLY PEAR JAM!

Dee flits underneath him and catches him on her back, then 
lands softly back on the ground.

Gil flops off Dee into the dirt. THUMP. Katie points up to 
the sign, which is miraculously fixed.

KATIE
You did it! Great work, bud.

GIL
(face down)

I was right. I didn’t like that.

EXT. GRANDE HILL - LATER

Katie and Gil hike up a rocky hill. Gil skitters in the 
cracks between boulders while Katie hops from stone to stone.

KATIE
Last stop! Soon Derlan will see the 
error of his ways and beg me to be 
buds. Do you think he begs like...

(desperate, sobbing)
“PLEASE FORGIVE ME! PLE-EA-EASE!”

(normal)
Or like--

(whispered, single tear)
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“I made a mistake.”
(normal)

Ooh! Or...
(Southern gentleman)

“I plum done you wrong, Katydid! My 
humblest of apolog--”

GIL
We’re here.

They reach the top of the hill. A small valley spreads out 
below them. In the middle is a HOLE the size of a car and 
deep enough that they can’t see the bottom.

KATIE
Number 53: the sinkhole.

GIL
We can’t fix this, K. My claws were 
made for feasting on the flesh of 
the fallen. Not hole-filling.

KATIE
That’s why I called for backup.

EXT. SINKHOLE - MOMENTS LATER

Katie stands by the hole. A dozen desert creatures gather 
around her -- including Dee, Benny, and a DUMB-LOOKING BIRD.

KATIE
Thanks for coming today, everyone! 
I know you all have busy schedules.

DUMB BIRD
<DUMB SQUAWK>

KATIE
(gesturing to the hole)

This is a big problem.

BENNY
Actually, that’s called a hole.

(to Gil)
Boom. Cactus brain.

Gill rolls his eyes.

GIL
Let me handle this.

(to animals)
Hello, inferior creatures. Katie 
wants to fill this hole. 
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You all love Katie, so you will 
help her. Do you understand?

The animals murmur and nod in agreement.

DUMB BIRD
<DUMB SQUAWK>

MONTAGE

A weird bluegrass ditty plays as everyone sets to work. They 
each help fill the hole in their own way -- Katie DIGS with a 
shovel, Gil SCRAPES with his tail, Benny tries to BLOW dirt 
in the hole, the dumb bird somehow SHOVELS WITH ITS BUTT. 

WEIRD BLUEGRASS SONG (V.O.)
We’re fillin’ in a hole, fillin’ in 
a hole / do it with a shovel, do it 
with a bowl / from the Serengeti to 
the North Pole / everybody has fun 
fillin’ in a hole.

EXT. SINKHOLE - CONTINUOUS

Katie pauses her digging, disheveled but proud. She peeks 
over the edge of the hole, positive they’re almost done... 

But they’ve made no discernible progress. She sighs.

KATIE
Fudge. This isn’t working.

GIL
Agreed. We’ve done enough. If 
Derlan still doesn’t like Rockridge 
he’s a hopeless nincompoop. Let’s 
go back to town.

KATIE
No, we can’t give up. Giving up is 
for... giver-uppers! We’ve just 
gotta think. This is the biggest 
problem in town, so we need the 
biggest solution.

Katie stares off in the distance, thinking... and spots 
Grande Hill. A BIG ROUND BOULDER sits right at the top.

KATIE (CONT’D)
Now that’s a big solution.
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EXT. GRANDE HILL - MOMENTS LATER

Katie climbs up the hill, moving with a purpose. Gil trails 
behind her, trying to keep up.

GIL
No. No! This is crazy!

KATIE
Gil, this boulder is the only thing 
big enough to fill the sinkhole!

GIL
Your plan, the list, Derlan-- it’s 
silly! I’ve gone along with it, but 
now I’m putting my claw down. This 
is dangerous. You have to stop.

Katie reaches the boulder, and turns back to Gil.

KATIE
I can’t. I need a kid friend, Gil. 
Someone like me. I know Derlan’s 
not perfect. If anything he’s 
tcefrep, which is “perfect” 
backwards. But he’s my only option. 
So... LOOK OUT BELOW!

Katie takes a running start and JUMP KICKS the boulder, 
trying to send it rolling downhill. It starts to RUMBLE. She 
smiles in anticipation.

But instead of rolling, it CRACKS right down the middle, 
crumbling into smaller pieces -- causing a ROCK SLIDE! 

The ground slides out from beneath Katie and Gil, and they 
both TUMBLE DOWNHILL among falling rocks.

KATIE (CONT’D)
Oh man oh jeez! Gil?!!

GIL
Katieeeeee!

As they fall, they get separated by rocks and debris. 

The animals by the hole scatter, but Benny WAVES HIS ARMS 
like he’s on a roller coaster as the rocks rush past.

BENNY
Rock slide! Wooooo! 

A big rock plunks him in the face, sticking in his spines.
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BENNY (CONT’D)
(muffled)

Wooooo!

Katie loses sight of Gil as she’s carried down into the hole.

KATIE
Holy guacamooooleeeeee!

INT. SINKHOLE

The rock slide ends in PITCH BLACK STILLNESS... until Katie 
struggles out of a pile of dirt, coughing and wheezing.

She stumbles around the bottom of the hole searching for Gil. 

KATIE
Gil! Are you okay? Where are you?!

Suddenly the ground RUMBLES. A nearby cave collapses in on 
itself -- then turns into a MOUTH. Two rocks above the cave 
MOVE LIKE EYES, and the GROUND starts to talk.

GROUND
What the frack is up, dude?!

Katie scrambles backwards, scared.

KATIE
Who-- what-- are you?

GROUND
I’m the ground, brosephine! Nice to 
meet ya. Take a load off!

The area under Katie RUMBLES. She suddenly finds herself 
sitting on a DIRT ARMCHAIR that forms underneath her.

GROUND (CONT’D)
Gosh, I’m so craggin’ STOKED this 
worked. I’ve been bored for like 
four billion years. Literally. 
That’s how old I am.

KATIE
“This worked?” What does that mean?

GROUND
You’re here! I’ve been epic lonely, 
so I made the sinkhole hoping 
someone would visit from up top.
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KATIE
You wanted a new friend... so you 
literally changed the world?

GROUND
Chyeah! Technically I am the world, 
so I can change whatever I want.

The ground RUMBLES nearby, transforming into a DIRT JET SKI.

GROUND (CONT’D)
See? Now the world is part jet ski.

KATIE
Wow. Well, I can tell you from 
experience that it doesn’t work. 

GROUND
My jet ski? But it’s brand new!

KATIE
No, I mean that today I tried to 
change my whole town to make a new 
friend. But all it’s done so far is 
cost me an old one.

(tearing up)
He’s such a good friend that he 
helped me, even though he thought 
it was silly. Now I have no idea if 
that dang lizard is even alive...

GROUND
Hold up, did you say lizard? I just 
met a lizzy for rizzy on the far 
side of my hizzy! Look...

The ground RUMBLES again. Katie turns to see a ROCK moving 
towards her across shifting dirt -- with a confused-looking 
Gil RIDING ON TOP!

GROUND (CONT’D)
This the dude you’re talkin’ about?

The rock stops by Katie. She scoops Gil into a bear hug.

KATIE
GIL!!! I’m so glad you’re alright!

GIL
I’m glad you are, too.

(long beat, then)
You can stop hugging me now.
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KATIE
No way! I’m hugging you FOREVER! 
I’m sorry I got so carried away. I 
just thought I needed a friend like 
me. I mean, you’re my best friend 
and we’re not the same at all. 
We’re not even the same species!

GIL
Katie, think of everyone who helped 
you today.

Katie finally releases him. She gets a thoughtful look, and 
we see FLASHES of Benny, Dee, even Dumb Bird.

GIL (CONT’D)
They are like you. They care, just 
like you do. You and Derlan aren’t 
similar just because you’re human. 
You have less in common with him 
than you do with this rock monster--

GROUND
Um, the term “rock monster” is VERY 
offensive. We prefer dirt monster.

GIL
Sorry. The point is, who cares if 
we’re not exactly the same? We’re 
friends because we’re friends.

KATIE
You’re a very wise lizard, Gil. Can 
you ever forgive me?

GIL
Consider yourself forgiven.

Gil hops onto Katie’s shoulder.

GROUND
That. Was. BEAUTIFUL. I know I’m 
not human, but K-dogg: you made one 
new friend today! You’re welcome to 
chillax in my hole any time.

KATIE
Thanks, brah--nope doesn’t sound 
right. Thanks, friend.

GROUND
You dudes want a ride home?
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KATIE / GIL
Chyeah! / No thanks--

A dirt jet ski appears under Katie.

GROUND
Hop aboard! But safety first.

Dirt HELMETS appear on Katie and Gil. They ride the jet ski 
up the side of the hole.

KATIE
Wooooo! Dirt monster for the win!

EXT. ROCKRIDGE - SUNSET

Katie and Gil walk down main street, dusty but content.

KATIE
This really was a super fantastic 
day. Rockridge is the best.

GIL
Yep. Sure is.

They pass an alley, where Derlan stands with his back to 
them. He HOCKS LOOGIES at the bathroom door.

GIL (CONT’D)
Want to say something? He’s 
crudding up our hard work.

KATIE
Nah. I’m a changed woman, Gil.

Gil smiles. They keep walking towards the sunset.

KATIE (CONT’D)
Although maybe if he saw how good I 
am at hockin’ loogs...

GIL
Katie.

KATIE
I’m kidding!

(then)
Except about my loogies. Check it.

She starts to hock a loogie...

FADE OUT.
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